A new method of calculating electric microfields in p)asmas, based on density-functional theory (DFT), is presented. Strong-coupling effects, quantum effects, internal structure of the test particle, etc. , are conveniently and rigorously treated. DFT is used to calculate the ion-electron and ion-ion pair distribution functions g& and g;&. These are then used to calculate the electron-screened electric field and the first-and second-order terms in the Baranger-Mozer (BM) formulation of the microfield probability function. When low-order BM fails for strongly coupled systems, a weighted summation of chainlike diagrams may be used for evaluating the all-order sum. We present lowfrequency microfield calculations for neutral and charged test particles without structure, a neutral particle with 8-like structure, and an aluminum ion immersed in a hydrogen plasma. We also consider the case of neutral and charged test points in an aluminum plasma and compare our results with APEx. Our microfields differ significantly from the usual ones, and depend specifically on the nature of the plasma, as well as the nature and structure of the test particle. For increasingly classical weakly coupled plasmas our results fall into agreement with the existing microfields which depend essentially on the ratio (density) 'rs/{Debye length).
I. INTRODUCTION
The fluctuating electric field felt by a test particle in a fluid is known as the electric microfield E(q,co). The low-frequency form of this, with spatial dispersion neglected, has been extensively used in the theory of spectral line broadening due to ion-radiator collisions in plasma spectroscopy 'Vario. us approximate2 7 theories have been proposed to evaluate the microfield distribution W(E) which specifies the probability of occurrence of the (static, i.e. , low-frequency) field E at the test particle, conveniently taken to be at the origin. All existing methods have considerable overlap in that they tend to make the same sort of assumptions and potentially serious approximations which will be discussed later.
The objective of this paper is to avoid most of these approximations and to present a conceptually quite simple method of calculation of microfleld distributions which are quantum mechanical from the outset and are equally applicable to weak or strongly coupled systems. We shall discuss the problem of static (i.e. , low-frequency) ion microfields in this paper since the (high-frequency) electron microfield is less useful in line-broadening applications.
Microfleld calculations are usually carried out for neutral point test particles or charged point test particles, assurned to have no internal structure However, in. realistic problexns the test particle represents the radiator atom with its bound states, etc. , and hence, the multipole field arising from the internal structure cannot be ignored, as will be seen from our calculations for a neutral point particle, for a neutral atom and for an ion with structure.
In the work of Hooper et al. the probability of finding the ions in the configuration ri, ri . . . r ls written as P(ri, r2, . . . , r")=exp , r2 (r, ,r2, . . . , rz ) , but also a method of calculation of the electric field E; due to the particle at r;.
In the theory of ion microfields it is usual to calculate the electric field at the nucleus of the particle at the origin (called the "radiator" in the line-broadening literature), rather than at the radiating electron since the internal structure of the ions is neglected. Table I where the structure of the Al ion in an Al plasma is presented. Also, see Fig. 1 of Ref. 10.) The recent study of Iglesias and Hooper's may be ex- 
This is already a very serious approximation, since no pseudopotential is invoked for U"(q). They assume Gq = 1 and also take the q -+0 limit of II (q Fig. 4 may be one of the reasons for the higher probability near the maximum (Fig. 8) shown by the DFI' microfield, when compared with the Debye-fluid microfield of Hoop- er. Also, the structure in the test particle reduces the probability of close approach and hence the higher fields have a lower probability in DI'I' as compared with Hooper. This crossover occurs at E/Eo-2 and is outside the range of Fig. 8 . Some representative results are given in Table III. also show the microfield at a structureless test charge of charge unity. As anticipated, the microfield depends not only on the plasma parameters, but also on the nature of the test particle.
D. Neutral and charged structureless test particles in an aluminum plasma
In this subse:tion we consider an aluminum plasma with r, =3, T=7.624, and having the same ro/I, as one of the hydrogen plasmas, viz. , r t=0.8, previously studied. The plasma consists of Al ions where the effective charge Z=5.178 (see Table I ), as determined by DI'I calculations which yielded also g&i&i and gA&, . This is a moderately strongly coupled plasma (I =3A7, I =3.31) and we shall use the results from an APEX-microfteld'6 calculation for comparing the DI" I' microfields. The test particle at the origin, labeled i=0, is neutral and without structure. Hence go;=1. The aluminum pair correlation function gAi~i is found to show oscillatory behavior, as displayed in Fig. 7 .
Using this information and the screening charge around an isolated Al-ion in a uniform background, also calculated from DI'I', we can calculate wi(k), wz(k), and hence the microfield distribution up to second order. The allorder form is taken to be C. Thermalized Al ion as test particle in hydrogen plasma
Here we consider the microfield at an aluminum ion placed in the hydrogen plasma previously studied (ro/A, =0. 8, r, =2, T=5.08). We do not impose a structure to the aluminum ion but allow it to have the structure it would attain when it reaches full thermodynamic equilibrium with the plasma. The ("average atom") structure of this ion, Air, determined from a self-consistently carried out DVI' calculation is summarized in Table I .
These DI I calculations also yielded the pair correlation functions gA~p (see Fig. 7 ) and gAi " the latter defining the electron distribution around the test particle. The field-particle correlation functions g~z (Fig. 7) and g~a re already available from previous calculations. The resulting microfield, 8'H(E, A1 ), is shown in Fig. 9 
